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MORNING BREAK

STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 02 Jan 2019

-22.47 -1.33%

| SHANGHAI 2,465.29

DJIA 23,346.24

+18.78 +0.08%

|

-28.61 -1.15%
FTSE 6,734.23

| NIKKEI 20,014.77

LOCAL NEWS

GLOBAL NEWS

Ekuinas launches
fund to boost local
businesses

E-Commerce

Nestlé doubles sales on
e-commerce space

Business

RM1 bil

was the value of
Global
Semiconductors
sales in November

Manufacturing

US$41.4
bil

Malaysia

Commentary: China's
spectacular performance
might be coming to an
end
GM hit 200,000 US
electric vehicles sold in
2018

Chinese

Manufacturing

Maybank employees

US-China trade war takes
toll on global
manufacturing, including

manufacturing had
an even worse December
than expected

Corporate

Salary increase for

Banking

was the reduction
of Producer Price
Index (PPI) for
local production

UMW Holdings winds up
four oil and gas
subsidiaries

Oil and Gas

2.9%

continue as it is under
local supervision -- Adly

Tourism

DID YOU KNOW?

Melaka Gateway to

Automotive

1,453

was the number of
warning letter
issued for smoking
at eateries

-62.85 -0.31%

+6.10 +0.09%

Self-Help

FBMKLCI 1,668.11

Top 10 trends for
corporate boards to jump
on in 2019
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